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Bipper
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THE DRIVE OF YOUR LIFE

Go further! www.peugeot.co.uk

To meet the expectations of all
professionals, Peugeot has developed 
a range of light commercial vehicles
with models to suit every trade: Boxer,
Expert, New Partner, Partner Origin,
Bipper and 207 Van.

Your dealer will be delighted to
introduce you to this range and
identify the model that is right for
you.To find out more about your
future Peugeot, and to customise 
it with all the options you’d like,
you can also visit www.peugeot.co.uk.

On our site you’ll also find lots 
of information about our network 
of dealerships, our service offers,
and all the latest news about the
Peugeot brand.

Are you ready?
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Image shows optional front fog lights, side sliding door and 15" wheels.
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From Professionals to Professionals

When you choose the Bipper,
you’re choosing more than a simple
commercial vehicle.
You’re buying a vision, Peugeot’s
vision, created to satisfy your specific
requirements and meet all of your
expectations: a vision of a totally
original vehicle, designed to work 
for your business, as well as your
drivers.This is based on real, practical
benefits that will help you get the
maximum out of your investment:
compact size, economy, driveability
and style.

Big on the inside: Bipper may be small
on the outside, but it offers easy access
and an interior that’s been optimised to
help you get the most in, and out of it.

Economy: Bipper is exceptionally 
cost-effective to run, thanks to easy
maintenance and environmentally-
friendly, fuel-saving engines.

Road Handling:Very easy to handle,
Bipper’s pulling power is provided by
Peugeot’s high quality, technologically
advanced engines.

Style: Strong, clean lines, form that
follows function. Bipper’s modern
design marks it out as a real
professional, always ready 
and available for any task.

Looks like the relationship between
you and your Bipper, between two
professionals, is destined to be
perfect…
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Image shows optional front fog lights, sliding side door and 15" wheels.
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Image shows optional 15” wheels.
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After the 207 van, Bipper is the
next smallest in a large range of
Peugeot commercial vehicles. It also
happens to be the most compact
small van in its payload segment.
In a class of its own, Bipper meets
the expectations of professionals
looking for a small van that’s ideally
suited to an urban working life –
practical, robust and agile, with
volumes of load space to boot.

Just one part 
of a large range

The turning circle diameter is the
circle traced by the outer front 
wheel of a vehicle when the steering
wheel is at full lock. In a Bipper this 
is an incredibly neat 9.95 metres
between kerbs.
So you can enjoy making short 
work of squeezing into tight spaces,
or turning round in narrow streets.

The Bipper can weave its way around town

1.721m

3.864m

1.816m*

Tight turning circle 

7

Unrivalled compact size
Small on the outside, surprisingly 
big on the inside, Bipper’s practical,
perfectly planned dimensions make 
it stand out from the crowd. An
overall length of just 3.86m means
there’s nothing like it in difficult
driving conditions (narrow city
streets, awkward parking spaces).

Excellent handling 
Bipper is a great little mover in 
any situation.The excellent visibility
offered by its semi-high driving
position, its ergonomic driver’s seat,
and road holding that’s as great 
in town as it is in the suburbs or in
the country, make Bipper the perfect
business partner.Whatever your
business.

Strong, practical protection
Bipper’s business-like image is
reinforced at the front by the muscular
bumper, integrated in the lower front
panel.At the back, the low rear sill
height lets you know this van’s going 
to be incredibly easy to load.
And if you’re keen to keep your 
Bipper in mint condition, you’ll be
happy to know that there are side
rubbing strips and deep, wraparound
bumpers to protect your Bipper from
small bumps and knocks when you’re
driving or manoeuvring in built-up
areas.

9.95m

*With multiflex seat down.

Compact and Practical

Image shows optional front fog lights and 15” wheels.

* door mirrors folded

Boxer: 8 to 17m3

Expert: 5 to 7m3

New Partner: 3.3 to 4.1m3*
Partner Origin: 3m3

Bipper: 2.5 to 2.8m3*
207 Van: 1.1 m3
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Bipper takes care of everything!

100% effective volume
It may look small, but Bipper packs
loads in with a minimum cubic
capacity of 2.5m3 for a payload of up
to 610Kg.The cube-shaped interior
has a flat floor, with a load length of
1.523m, so it can easily accommodate
bulky objects.

Flexible space
The optional Multi Flex passenger
seat* folds to floor level, freeing up
an additional 950mm of space and
increasing the effective load volume 
to 2.8m3. And the standard driver’s
ladder frame protector isn’t your only
option if you want to separate the
passenger compartment from your
load space.You can also specify your
Bipper with a full bulkhead or a half
height bulkhead with a mesh grille.

Maximum accessibility
To help you access the load
compartment, Bipper boasts two rear
hinged doors which open up to 90°.
And if you need to take more on
board, more easily, they can go as far 
as 180°, thanks to an ingenious system
on the rear doors.You also have the
option of equipping your Bipper with
either one or two sliding side doors.
Last but not least, we’ve lowered the
rear sill height to just 53cm to make
loading up less like hard work.

*Optional. Available Quarter 4 2008.

1.041 m

0.644 m

1.523 m

1.181 m

1.046 m

kg
GVW 
Petrol 1680kg
Diesel 1700kg

Height
1.721 – 1.782m*
* With roof bars.

Length
3.864m

Cubic capacity 
from 2.5 to 2.8m3**
** With Multi Flex seat down.

External dimensions Internal dimensions

9

Wheelbase 2.513m Floor load length 1.523m

Overall length 3.864m

Width (door mirrors folded) 1.816m Width between wheel arches 1.046m

Overall width 2.019m Width beyond wheel arches 1.473m

Overall height 1.721m Interior load height 1.181m

Load sill  0.527m

Payload 610kg

0.527 m

Facts and figures

Passenger seat backrest folded 

into shelf position

Seat retracted, freeing up additional space

Images show optional glazed rear doors and 15" wheels.

Image shows optional side sliding doors and front fog lights.
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Engines

Smooth, dynamic driving 

1.4 litre HDi 70 bhp
Equipped with HDi technology 
for more efficient performance, this
diesel engine has a maximum power
of 70 bhp. Complying with Euro 4 
anti-pollution standards, it is very
environmentally-friendly, generating
only 119 g of CO2 per kilometre.
It offers excellent driveability 
and reduced fuel consumption 
on every type of journey.
High torque at low engine speeds
makes driving in town a pleasure,
while service intervals of 20,000 miles
mean Bipper should keep your
accountant happy too.

1.4 litre petrol 75 bhp
A dynamic drive, especially around
town, this engine outputs a maximum
75 bhp, offering plenty of pulling
power, even under full load.
Low running costs, reduced fuel
consumption and the fact that it
complies with Euro 4 anti-pollution
standards make this an economic
choice.

Manual or 2-tronic electronically
controlled gearbox
Both diesel and petrol engine versions
are equipped with a 5-speed manual
gearbox, but if you want 
the convenience of a clutchless shift,
the HDi diesel engine is also available 
with a 5-speed 2-tronic electronically
controlled gearbox.This offers a
remarkably smooth drive in town,
while helping to reduce fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions.

*As per EU directive 2004/3/CE.

**With manual gearbox.

Performances

Engine
Maximum power 

bhp @ rpm
Maximum torque 

Nm @ rpm
Maximum speed

(mph)

1.4 8v 73.4bhp @ 5200 rpm 118Nm @ 2600 rpm 97

HDi 70 67.9bhp @ 4000 rpm 160Nm @ 1750 rpm 94

HDi 70 2-tronic 67.9bhp @ 4000 rpm 160Nm @ 1750 rpm 94

Fuel Consumption MPG (L/100km)* Emissions

Engine Urban Extra urban Combined CO2 (g/km)

1.4 8v 32.1 (8.8) 47.9 (5.9) 40.9 (6.9) 164

HDi 70** 50.0 (5.7) 74.3 (3.8) 62.8 (4.5) 119

HDi 70 2-tronic 51.4 (5.5) 76.3 (3.7) 64.2 (4.4) 116

Image shows optional 15" wheels and side sliding door.
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ABS - Anti-lock braking system
To optimise its braking efficiency,
endurance and reliability, the Bipper 
is equipped as standard with front disc
brakes, rear drum brakes and ABS.The
ABS system prevents the wheels from
locking during emergency braking.
Each wheel is fitted with a sensor, if
one of them detects that a wheel is
about to lock up, the ABS automa-
tically pumps the brakes to ensure
maximum efficiency while maintaining
the driver’s ability to steer the vehicle.

Lighting and signalling
The large, elevated front headlamps
and indicators are remarkably robust
and bright, making it easy for you to
see and be seen. Fog lights can be
installed as an option in the upper
part of the lower front panel.The 
2 rear lights are supplemented by 
a third brake light positioned in the
upper part of the left-hand rear
hinged door.

Audible rear parking assistance
Designed for the city, an optional rear
parking aid can warn you of any unseen
obstacles when you’re reversing, thanks
to a system of ultrasonic sensors.This
switches on automatically when reverse
gear is engaged.The closer you get to
the obstacle, the faster the audible signal
beeps.

Cruise control
Any professional who is constantly 
on the road needs peace of mind
while they’re driving.The optional
cruise control lets you maintain a
constant, programmed speed even 
up or down hill (except for steep
descents) without using the
accelerator.

Reinforced structure
At Peugeot, we’ve spent considerable
amounts of time and money studying
the way the engine is displaced under
crash conditions in order to improve
driver safety.As a result, Bipper’s robust
structure has been specially designed
and reinforced to protect the integrity
of the passenger compartment in the
event of a collision.The generously-
sized driver and passenger doors
further enhance the vehicle’s overall
rigidity.

Seat belts 
The front seats are fitted with 3-point
seat belts with pretensioners and force
limiters. In the event of impact the
pretensioner increases levels of
restraint, eliminating any time lag
between impact and locking of the belt.
The force limiter minimises pressure
exerted on the chest by the belt.

Airbags
On Bipper, a driver’s airbag comes 
as standard, and there is an optional
airbag for the passenger.The latter can
be deactivated via the trip computer.

ProtectionAnticipation

Safety and Security
13

Trip computer
In the event of a fault, the trip
computer displays a warning message
accompanied by an audible signal.The
corresponding warning lamp will also
light up.

Excessive speed alarm 
A programmable, excessive speed
alarm is incorporated in the trip
computer. If the programmed speed 
is exceeded, an audible alarm goes off
and the corresponding warning lamp
lights up to warn the driver and help
keep him or her driving within the legal
limits.

Anti-theft security 
Because a commercial vehicle often
carries valuable equipment or goods,
Bipper has been designed to offer 
high levels of protection and
tamperproofing. In fact it’s so 
secure that it conforms to class 
‘E’Thatcham standard, with 4 stars 
for tamperproofing and 5 stars 
for theft (with alarm).

Locking 
Bipper is equipped with two
independent central locking zones,
which allows you to isolate the cab
from the load area.We’ve also included
a number of other anti-theft and
intrusion devices to protect your
belongings and your goods.There’s 
a transponder electronic immobiliser,
a foldaway plip key*, plus for added
security, whenever a door is opened,
including into the load area, a warning
lamp illuminates and a message
appears on the instrument panel.
*Optional.

Alarm 
A radio controlled volumetric and
perimetric alarm detects and signals
any attempted break-in.The alarm
system is activated when the vehicle 
is locked or unlocked using the remote
control or the key.Additionally, to
protect Bipper’s passengers all the
doors lock automatically at speeds 
in excess of 12mph (available on
versions including the Plus Pack).

Warning

Image shown includes optional lidded glovebox and bluetooth
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Bipper aims to make you as comfortable as possible.

A new generation cab, designed 

to make your life easier.
If you’re driving a commercial vehicle for

long periods, you need to feel at ease.

That’s why Bipper comes with an audio

system with an output of 4 x 10 Watts

featuring a radio with an MP3 compatible

CD player connected to 4 speakers

incorporated in the door panels.

Comfortable seats
Just because you’re working doesn’t
mean you have to rough it! Pleasantly
curved and generously dimensioned,
Bipper’s seats offer you all the comfort
you need throughout your working day.

A good driving position
Half-way between a hatchback and a
van, the semi-high position of Bipper’s
seats makes it easier for the driver and
passenger to get into the cab, while
ensuring a level of comfort worthy 
of a car.

Excellent visibility and brightness
Bipper’s large front windscreen and big
windows, combined with the semi-high
position of the seats give both driver
and passenger a far wider field of vision
than you’d expect on a commercial
vehicle.And with so much light flooding
in, the cab feels really bright and airy,
making for a much more cheerful,
enjoyable drive.

Everything is close to hand
The extremely ergonomic fascia
panel has been designed to offer no

fewer than 12 storage spaces, which
are invaluable when driving is a large
part of your working day and you
need to carry papers, files, tools,
phones and other items from job 
to job.

Driving is a real pleasure
Ultra-compact but very spacious,
with a large load capacity, the Bipper
handles very easily and intuitively.
The ergonomic driver’s seat, excellent
forward and side visibility, along with 
its responsive engines mean you can

get around quickly in comfort,
whether you’re in town or on the
open road.

With Bluetooth®, always the perfect pro!
The mobile phone has become 
an essential working tool. It keeps 
you in contact, lets you organise your
day and make the most of time spent
at the wheel.With Bipper’s hands-free
Bluetooth® kit*, you can phone without
taking your hands from the steering
wheel.
*Optional.

The interior
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Main option packs:

Comfort Pack  
• Driver’s seat height adjustment
• Driver’s lumbar support
• Driver’s armrest
• Rake and reach steering wheel adjustment
• Integrated clipboard
• Lidded glovebox

Tough Pack 
• Raised suspension
• Extra reinforced body protection
• 185/65 R15 tyres
• Under engine protection tray
• Additional trim under air intake
• Front and rear mud flaps
• Hard plastic cab floor covering

17

Image shows optional Tough Pack and side sliding door.

Reinforced side protection 15” Auckland wheel trims14” wheel trims**

Levels:

Bipper S  
• ABS
• Driver’s airbag
• Radio/CD Player (plays MP3-encoded discs)
• Side protection mouldings
• Power steering
• Driver’s ladder frame protector
• 12 v connector

Bipper S with Plus Pack
Standard +
• Electric front windows
• Electric heated door mirrors
• Remote control central locking
• Selective locking (cab / load space)
• Automatic locking while driving

Rear view mirror Arm rest*

Lumbar support adjustment*

The range

*Available as part of Comfort Pack.

**Optional.

Image shows optional front fog lights, sliding side door and 15" wheels.
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Bianca White Volcano Red Clipper Blue

When you choose Peugeot, you have the reassurance of knowing that your vehicle has been
designed and manufactured to give you years of worry-free motoring.What’s more, as a
Peugeot owner, you can rely on a comprehensive range of customer care services from 
your Dealer. So you can be sure that you’re talking to a specialist who’ll listen to you, understand
your problems and respond efficiently – someone who also has the expertise to maintain 
your Peugeot correctly, using trained technicians, Peugeot Diagnostic Equipment and Peugeot
Original Equipment Parts.

Bipper
Peugeot and You

19

Trim

Garbato Silver Graphite Nocturne Blue

Neysha Blue Sicilian Red

Colours

Solid colours

Metallic colours (optional)

Transcodage grey cloth

Peugeot Warranties
As well as the 2 year unlimited mileage
manufacturer’s Warranty, all vehicles 
first registered in the UK and purchased
from a UK Peugeot Dealer come 
with a free, optional additional year 
of Warranty through the Peugeot UK
Dealer network.The mileage limit on
this additional Warranty is 60,000 miles
(100,000 miles for Boxer vans excluding
Motorhomes and other converted
vehicles) from first registration.At the
end of the 3 year Warranty period 
(or after 60,000 miles) you have the
option to purchase a Peugeot Platinum
Extended Warranty. Our cars also
come with a 12 Year Anti-Perforation
and 3 Year Paint Warranty (6 and 
2 years on vans). For full terms and
conditions on all of these, please
contact your Peugeot Dealer.

Peugeot Assistance
All new Peugeots come with 
12 months’ Peugeot Assistance – 
our breakdown assistance service 
(36 months for the 607).This covers
all incidents involving vehicle-based
faults for you and anyone else driving
your car with your permission. It is
available 24/7, 365 days a year.

Peugeot Assistance includes European
cover, homestart, roadside assistance,
vehicle recovery and a free replace-
ment vehicle or hotel accommodation 
if required. It can be extended for 
a further 12 months, or 24 months,
and to protect you against non-vehicle
faults (such as punctures) at specially
discounted rates, by calling 
0870 752 7050.

Peugeot service care
Peugeot vehicles benefit from
extended service intervals of up 
to 20,000 miles or 2 years (12,500
miles for 1.6 HDi diesel and 2.0 litre
180 bhp petrol engines; 24,000 miles
or 2 years on Boxer, 10,000 miles or

1 year on 107). Please refer to the
maintenance book for details of the
service intervals for specific models
and vehicles operating in arduous
conditions.

To minimise the inconvenience often
associated with servicing, our Dealers
promise to offer you a number of
options.
• A while-you-wait service,

with a timed appointment.
• Local vehicle collection from 

your home, or from your work.
• Alternative transport to a train

station, home, or work.
• By arrangement, a hire car 

at a concessionary rate.

What’s more, they will aim to ensure
that your vehicle is cleaned before
you get it back.

Finance – Let the Specialists help 
Peugeot Financial Services offer a
number of flexible finance plans that
make owning a new Peugeot easy.
We specialise in car finance and can
provide you with choice, convenience
and flexibility direct through your
local dealer.
Whichever finance plan you choose,
your local Dealer will arrange it all 
for you.
If you would like more information 
on the range of finance products
available, please ask to see our
brochure.
Written quotations are available 
on request from Peugeot Financial
Services, Quadrant House, Princess
Way, Redhill RH1 1QA. Over 18’s
only, a guarantee may be required.

Peugeot Insurance 
Peugeot Insurance has been designed
specifically for Peugeots and offers
tailored cover at a competitive price.
If you are unfortunate enough to
have an accident, one of our Peugeot

Approved Accident Repair Centres
will repair your vehicle, using only
Peugeot original parts. Plus we’ll give
you a courtesy vehicle while yours is
being repaired (subject to availability
when you use an approved repairer).

When the time comes to renew
your insurance cover, why not try
Peugeot Insurance?
You can call Peugeot Insurance 
for a quote on 0870 0240 206.
Lines open 8am-8pm weekdays,
9am-5pm Saturdays.

Max call charge from a BT landline 
is 8p per minute. Calls from other
networks may vary. Calls may be
recorded.

Peugeot Insurance is underwritten by
UK Insurance Limited. Conditions apply.

Peugeot and the Environment
Our website has full details on all
Peugeot products, and offers available
in the UK.You’ll also find information
about our environmental and
recycling policies.

Peugeot Accessories
Peugeot Accessories are designed
specifically for each model which
means there are no compromises 
on fit or function. In addition they 
are rigorously tested to our own 
high standards giving you complete
confidence and peace of mind.We
also offer a wide choice of original
Peugeot merchandise designed to 
suit your Peugeot and your lifestyle.

Peugeot online
Discover more about us at
www.peugeot.co.uk

About this brochure
The information contained in this
brochure is based on the data and
images available at the time of printing.

All equipment shown is factory fitted,
or available as an option at extra cost
(depending on model).Where you see 
a feature described as an option, you
should assume that it is available at
extra cost, unless specifically stated
otherwise. Some feature combinations
may not be available in the UK.Also,
some photography may feature
vehicles which are left hand drive.
As part of our policy of continuous
specification improvement, Peugeot
reserve the right to modify technical
equipment, the options available, and
colours at any time. For full
specification ask your Peugeot Dealer,
or click on www.peugeot.co.uk
Please note that print and photo-
graphic processes used in the creation
of this brochure may alter the depth
and tone of the colours shown.
This brochure is not a contractual
document or offer of sale.The details
in this brochure cannot be
reproduced without the expressed
authorisation of Peugeot.

Issued by:
Sales and Marketing
Peugeot Motor Company plc
Pinley House
2 Sunbeam Way
Coventry 
CV3 1ND

For details of HM Forces tax-free
military sales contact: Peugeot Export,
454-490 Mile End Road, London E1
4PE.
Telephone: 020 7791 9044
Email:
peugeot.export@peugeotmail.co.uk
www.export.peugeot.co.uk 
Customers seeking End of Vehicle Life
information should call 0845 257 3233
For all other enquiries please call 
0845 200 1234
(Calls will be charged at local rate 
and may be recorded for training 
or quality purposes.)
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